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Introduction
Agreement is the “systematic covariance between a
semantic or formal property of one element and a formal
property of another”. (Steele 1978). Agreement has
different patterns. The data from Russian shows FULL
AGREEMENT between the verb and its subject.
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1. Zna-eš΄ Kak-oj Mne Vsegda
Know-2SG What-M.SG.ACC 1SG.DAT Always
Dava-l-a Sovet Moj-a Mam-a?
Give-PST-
F.SG

Advice(M) 
[SG.ACC]

My-
F.SG.NOM

Mother(FEM)-
SG

‘Do you know what advice my mother always gave me?’

PARTIAL AGREEMENT is shown in the example below 
from MSA.

2. Xaraj-a L-ʔawlaad-u (not: *xaraj-uu)
Went.out-3SG.M DEF-boys-NOM Went.out-3PL.M
‘The boys went out.’

The study looks at agreement in Palestinian Arabic
between a head noun and its modifiers. It tries to answer
the following questions
• Are there any problematic agreement patterns in PA?
• Are there certain agreement patterns with coordinated

adjectives?
According to Belyaev, Dalrymple, and Lowe, “it is possible
for a plural noun to be modified by two or more
coordinated singular adjectives” in some languages
(2015).

Palestinian Arabic

Palestinian Arabic follows the canonical pattern of
agreement between head nouns and their modifiers.
There’s full agreement in gender and number internal to
the NP with singular nouns and plural human nouns.

3. talib hilu
student-
M.SG

handsome-
M.SG

4. tulla:b hilwi:n
student-
M.PL

handsome-
M.PL

5. talib-e hilw-e

student-
F.SG

pretty-F.SG

6. ta:liba:t hilwa:t

student-
F.PL

pretty-F.PL

7. birwaz jdi:d
frame-
M.SG

new-M.SG
8. sur-a jdi:d-e
picture-F.SG new-F.SG

9. Barawi:z jda:d
frame-PL new-PL

10. suwar jda:d
picture-PL new-PL

There are some deviations in the pattern with plural
nouns. PA can use singular feminine markers on the
adjectives to modify a plural noun; this applies to non-
human plural nouns.

11. Barawi:z jdi:d-e
frame-PL new-

F.SG

12. suwar jdi:d-e
picture-PL new-F.SG

Coordination

One of the interesting issues in agreement is the new
patterns that arise with cases of coordination. A study in
2015 showed that in some languages like Russian and
Italian, plural nouns can be modified by singular
adjectives provided these adjectives are coordinated.

13. əl maħatta
:t

əl ʔadi:mə w əl zɣi:rə

the station.
F.PL

the old.F.SG and the small.F.SG

The same noun can be modified by a set of plural
adjectives:

14. əl maħatta:t əl ʔda:m w əl Zɣa:r

the station.F.PL the old.PL and the small.PL

The choice of the agreement marker on the adjectives
plays a role in the overall interpretation of the sentence; it
plays a role in the overall cardinality of the noun phrase.
Here comes the distinguish between the split and the joint
reading, as follows:

15. əl maħatt
a:t

əl ʔadi:mə w əl zɣi:rə

the station.
F.PL

the old.F.SG and the small.F.SG

The old and small stations.

(2 stations; A, old; B, small) àSplit reading

16. əl maħatta:t əl ʔda:m w əl Zɣa:r

the station.F.
PL

the old.PL and the small.PL

The old and small stations.

(2 sets of stations; A, old; B, small) àSplit reading
(A set of stations, each is both small and old) à Joint
Interestingly, this pattern applies to the non-human nouns
in Palestinian Arabic, both Dual and Plural nouns.
• Examples in PA on DUAL Ns modified by SG and PL

adjectives.
17. əl maħati

tə:n
əl ʔadi:mə w əl zɣi:rə

the station
.DUAL

the old.F.SG and the small.F.SG

The two old and small stations.

(2 stations; A, old; B, small) àSplit reading

18.əl maħatit
ə:n

əl ʔda:m w əl Zɣa:r

the station.
DUAL

the old.PL and the small.PL

The two old and small stations.

(Two stations, each is both small and old) à Joint

Analysis
• Distinguishing between CONCORD and INDEX.

• CONCORD is involved in the agreement between
a noun and its determiners and adjectives.

• INDEX is involved in the agreement between a
noun phrase and a pronoun or verbal agreement.

• Looking into the distributivity of CONCORD. (LFG)

• Some f-structural features are non-distributive;
they can be associated with a set representing a
coordinate structure as a whole, as well as with
the individual members of the set.

• Other features are distributive, meaning that they
can be associated only with the members of a set
– the individual conjuncts – and not with the set
as a whole. (King and Dalrymple, 2004)

We can explain the cases above as not being cases of
mismatches through considering CONCORD as both a
distributive and non-distributive feature. The first would
explain cases like examples 14 and 16, and the latter can
explain cases like examples 15 and 17.
Noun Adjective 1 Adjective 2

Distributive 
CONCORD

PL PL PL

PL

Noun Adjective 1 Adjective 2 Non-
Distributive 

CONCORD
PL SG SG

PL

Results

This study results in the following readings for a set of
coordinated adjectives modifying a single head noun in
Palestinian Arabic. This table applies to non-human
nouns that are modified by non-colour adjectives.

Moreover, the study lists Palestinian Arabic in the middle
of the following incline as CONCORD in such a language
can be both a distributive and a non-distributive feature.

Always 
distributive

Sometimes 
distributive

Always non-
distributive

English
Palestinian 

Arabic
Russian

Summary

This study looked at agreement in Palestinian Arabic; its
scope worked with NP-internal agreement; i.e., between
the head noun and its modifiers. It gave an overview of
the agreement patterns in PA on general. Apparently,
nouns control agreement in Number and Gender.
Moreover, the study looked at the agreement patterns
between a head noun and a set of coordinated adjectives.
The data showed that the overall cardinality of the noun
phrase is decided by the number agreement on the set of
the coordinated adjective; the distinguish between both
Joint and Split readings.
An overview of CONCORD and INDEX was important to
account for the deviation of the canonical pattern of
agreement. The data could explain that CONCORD in
Palestinian Arabic is of both a distributive and non-
distributive features placing PA with Italian in the incline of
features distributivity of CONCORD.
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• Examples in PA on PL Ns being modified by either PL
or SG adjectives.


